
MNLL Board Meeting - 11/2/2022 

 

Attendees - Jason Pedalino, Pete Singagliese, John Lyons, Mark Baccaglini, Joe DeRosa, Frank 

Lee, Rob Murphy, Vin Albanito, Marc Bermudez, Tony A. 

 

Board Approved Updated positions as follows: 

 

President - Jason Pedalino 

Vice President (Baseball) - Pete Singaliese 

Vice President (Softball) – Rob Murphy 

Treasurer - Ken Wincko 

Secretary - Mark Baccaglini 

Player Agent (Baseball) - John Lyons 

Safety Director (Baseball) - Marc B.   (Softball) - Tony A. 

Player Development (Baseball) - Brian McClintock 

Equipment Manager (Baseball) - Joe DeRosa 

Field/Facilities Manager (Baseball) - Frank Lee 

Majors Director (Baseball) - Keith Chestnut 

AAA Director - Vacant (Mark B to handle until filled) 

AA/A Director - Joey Vazzano 

Scheduler - Vacant 

Communications - Vacant 

Fundraising - Julie Baccaglini and Amy Beba 

Other/Open Softball Positions - Rob Murphy to Advise 

 

The Board discussed the proposed combined MNLL and MALL/MPLL draft for the 2023 Spring 

Season. The Board approved to move forward with the combined draft with the following 

considerations: 

 

1 - there will be no ‘keepers’ and future seasons will have a complete redraft; 

2 - there needs to be a coordinated evaluation process between MNLL and MALL/MPLL; 

3 - Managers and Coaches should be evenly distributed (i.e. 4 managers from MNLL and 4 from   

     MALL. Assistant Coaches should be from the other side if possible); 

4 - draft process should try and promote an even distribution of MNLL and MALL players on each  

     team; 

5 - if necessary to accommodate special circumstances, upon concluding the draft players can be  

     traded. Only players with similar evaluations can be traded. Trades to be approved by player    

     agent and     Division Director; 

6 - when scheduling games and practices, efforts should be made so that MNLL and MALL/MPLL  

     facilities are used evenly. This will help make travel to games and practices fair for both sides; 

7 - there will be no combined teams at the AA/A levels at this time, but depending on the amount  

     of teams in AA some intra-league games may be scheduled;   

8 – All-Stars will be decided later. It appears MALL would like to at least keep the existing 12s  

     and 11s separate, which we all agreed was fine; and. 

9 - we should plan to order uniforms together and share the cost per player. 



The Board also discussed the use of Burnham Minors for Softball when not in use by Baseball.  

Everyone agreed to this. There are some issues regarding the mound that would need to be worked 

out by softball. 

 

The Board discussed the facilities overall and, in particular, the state of the Bathrooms / Clubhouse 

at Burnham Park. All agreed we need to put some pressure on the town to upgrade the facilities, 

as well as perform regular routine maintenance such as cleaning the bathrooms and empting the 

trash on a more regular basis. There is a Morristown Meeting on Dec 1 that we can attend to bring 

these issues up with the town. 

 

Action Items/Follow Ups: 

 

1 - schedule follow meeting with MALL/MPLL to work together on combined draft (JASON,  

     PETE, JOHN); 

2 - work on filling open board positions - AAA director, Scheduler, Communications (MARK); 

3 - scheduled and coordinate Fall Burnham Park clean-up sometime for later November (FRANK  

     LEE); 

4 - work with Locked-In to schedule and coordinate winter clinical programs (BRIAN  

     MCCLINTOCK). Also investigate other options such as total arm care, etc.; 

5 - start the process of fundraising and banners. Julie and Amy to schedule a meeting w Jason/Keith  

     to understand sponsorship process as well as how we can utilize banners, as well as to discuss  

     other fundraising opportunities (JULIE B and AMY B); 

6 - attend next Morristown meeting to discuss Burnham Facilities. Meeting is Dec 1. (ALL); 

7 - inventory equipment and identify new equipment that needs to be ordered for the coming  

     season. Get equipment back from last years managers. (JOE D); 

8 - schedule next Board meeting (MARK); and 

9 - inventory and order field supplies for next season. Lime, field liners, etc. (FRANK and KEITH) 


